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A B S T R A C T

The earliest cryptocurrency to be commonly utilized, Bitcoin, was designed to 

be a peer-to-peer digital cash alternative used for transactional purposes. 

Bitcoin's original purpose was to ease the usability drawbacks characterized 

by fiat currencies, centralized banking systems, and the institutions that 

govern them.

It is currently difficult to pay with cryptocurrency directly, without utilizing a 

crypto-to-fiat exchange. The FJB application aims to implement core 

functionalities such as:

1. Wallet service that will enable fast spending, sending, and receiving of 

cryptocurrency

2. Peer-to-peer cryptocurrency payments

3. Retailer payments with cryptocurrency

We want to preserve the original ideas behind cryptocurrency, with the added 

aim to deepen adoption levels of cryptocurrencies by Patriots by broadening 

the gateways available to spend and receive them. We want to enable crypto 

to be used as an alternative or a near-replacement to fiat currencies, via a 

convenient, easy-to-use transactional system. Patriots don’t need permission 

from any financial authority or government to use the crypto ecosystem. There 

are also billions of “unbanked” individuals, meaning they lack access to core 

components of the financial system, including bank accounts. Due to its 

decentralized and permission-less nature, one of the greatest democratizing 

benefits of cryptocurrency is that anyone can participate, and we are proud to 

be building a utility that supports this goal.

Origins



O V E R V I E W

This information is not an endorsement of $FJB Coin. $FJB Coins may be deemed 

as financial instruments and are subject to risk of loss of principal. Past 

performance is not indicative of future results. $FJB Coins are not securities or 

insurance products. Freedom Jobs Business, LLC makes no guarantees regarding

the performance or privileges related to $FJB Coins. Nothing written within 

constitutes financial advice. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your 

financial advisor before making any investment decisions. Never buy anything 

you cant afford to lose.

Originally, crypto was primarily created to serve as a digital cash or payment 

system to be used as an alternative to fiat currency; or even as a replacement to 

fiat payment gateways. Since the creation of Bitcoin in 2009, several use-cases 

emerged around blockchain protocols and cryptocurrencies; ranging from basic 

digital transactions, alternative stores of value, a means for accessing the utility of 

a platform or ecosystem, and in some cases, as securities. Hence, with these 

purposes and functionality-driven features of  crypto, the FJB ecosystem is 

positioning itself as a pivotal instrument to the greater blockchain ecosystem 

and crypto altogether, by providing storage and accessibility services for crypto 

holders. Considering that the majority of cryptocurrencies naturally possess 

purchasing power, making them "spendable", our primary goal is to provide 

convenience and ease-of-use for Patriots worldwide.

Risk Statement

Introduction



A P P L I C A T I O N

Presently, there are limited ways in which consumers can spend their crypto assets in 

 their day-to-day lives. Instead, most crypto sits underutilized on exchanges or in cold

storage wallets, waiting to be exchanged back to fiat when needed, which creates stores

of value for the holder.

Though blockchain and crypto are still in their early stages, they retain the power to

reshape how financial transactions are executed globally. The creation of new and

improved processes, products, and services will take blockchain and crypto mainstream

and ultimately change the world forever by empowering billions of consumers to transact

independently and away from centralized institutions.  Like any developing technology or

market there is a strong need for innovation. The need for a simple and secure platform to

aid new crypto users to transact with crypto via blockchain technology, from start to

finish, has never been higher.

The development of such a platform is crucial because it will allow users to do more than

merely store and manage their crypto assets; leading new crypto users to a broader, more

mainstream adoption of crypto. Therefore, such a platform would also need to provide

means for users to seamlessly transact with their crypto assets to purchase real-world

goods and services without the need for fiat. The FJB wallet will ensure that all these

features are implemented so that users will be able to transact with cryptocurrencies at

their convenience, via a user-friendly application that provides the ability to send, receive

and convert crypto assets into real-world goods and services without the need to interface

with fiat currency. Additionally, the FJB wallet will provide a high-security platform for

users to safely store their digital assets.

 

Innovation by Demand



The FJB Wallet is committed to providing a sophisticated but easy-to-use crypto wallet 

application that will enable users to store, send, receive, spend, exchange and swap 

crypto assets at their convenience. Users will have the option to use decentralized 

financial exchanges (such as Pancake Swap) without the need to provide or store their 

data centrally. The FJB Wallet will enable Patriots across the globe to conveniently spend 

their cryptocurrency assets at their convenience. In addition, the FJB Wallet will 

constantly research and provide excellent blockchain technology and cryptocurrency 

application scenarios that will further the adoption and use cases of crypto for our 

communities.

The FJB Wallet is a simple, secure decentralized multi-crypto wallet application that is 

designed to provide DeFi access and other crypto-related use cases. FJB allows users to 

securely store their crypto assets so that they can be used for transactions on a P2P or 

B2B level without any third-party intermediaries, in addition to being used for 

settlements in real-world scenarios such as purchasing goods and services from retailers. 

The FJB Wallet supports multiple cryptocurrencies such as FJB, BTC, ETH, BAT, and more. 

To make our platform even more convenient for users, The FJB Wallet uses a modern user 

interface and internationally recognized online security practices to simplify the use of all 

cryptocurrencies on our platform.

With this business model, FJB seeks to become a platform that is accessible to Patriots 

worldwide via Web Browser, Apple, Google, and Android devices. Therefore, the FJB app 

will become the go-to for global Patriots to store their crypto while they retain control 

over their private keys, so they can safely store their digital assets and transact with 

merchants without the need for fiat conversion.

M I S S I O N
Vision and Mission

FJB Wallet Ecosystem



F J B  W A L L E T
The FJB wallet is built for both personal and business solutions.  Our team has a strong focus

on developing solutions associated with the shortage of real-world applications to the

cryptocurrency market. The creation of the FJB wallet and its accompanying infrastructure

and services will allow individuals and businesses to accept most cryptocurrencies just as

they would accept cash or credit cards.

A common issue when using crypto exchanges is the threat of security breaches such as

data hacks, DDoS attacks, viruses, etc; which can lead to financial impairments and loss of

funds. The FJB Wallet ecosystem is built to withstand all forms of security threats and

security challenges plaguing similar platforms such as exchanges. The FJB Wallet will be

duly tested by independent third-party code auditors so that it is compliant and fully

protected against security threats. Our team is made up of experienced development and

security professionals that will continually test all products and services of the FJB Wallet to

ensure our users' digital assets are secure.

Problem of Security

The FJB wallet is able to address many of the

current shortcomings by simplifying crypto

use-cases, so that the average consumer, with

limited crypto knowledge, can easily start

using crypto for payments. In the following

paragraphs, we will highlight some of the

challenges presented when one wants to

store, send, receive, swap, exchange or spend

crypto assets, especially when one is new to

the crypto market.

FJB WALLET GENERATION TOOL
COMING IN V2



It is standard procedure to audit our software for vulnerabilities via the use of independent,

third-party security advisors before deploying software updates into a real-life environment.

This will enable us to identify weaknesses in our system before we go live or apply changes to

the current version of the FJB Wallet. With the help of third-party security advisors, we are

confident that we will remain well-ahead of known security threats so that we can guarantee

the highest possible levels of security to our users.

The FJB Wallet will use bank-level encryption protocols and industry standard security

features that will ensure the safe usage of our products and services without unlawfully

compromising user information. The FJB Wallet application is built from the ground up to

ensure that we can implement all desired security and encryption features at any scale. The

FJB wallet also adopted and abides by the ISO 27001 and 27002 Information Security

Standards, thereby conforming to internationally-recognized online security protocols that

prevent loss of user data and mitigates database breaches. 

FJB use-cases: For crypto to scale beyond the current level of buy, hold, and sell, there needs to

be proven use-case scenarios where people can easily exchange their digital assets for goods

and services without the need to first convert them to fiat. Our core mission is to provide a

platform where users can execute a seamless exchange of crypto for goods and services

worldwide.  As part of our vision to become the de facto leading multi-cryptocurrency wallet

for the Patriot Movement, we will offer our users the ability to pay for real world goods and

services by using the FJB wallet. In addition, we plan to create a payment gateway so that

merchants can offer goods and services to our users in exchange for their preferred crypto.

F J B  W A L L E T

Privacy Through Encryption

FJB Coin and Crypto Use Cases



Many crypto wallets are quite difficult for new crypto users to use, due to the complex UI/UX 

design features tailored towards DeFi enthusiasts. These wallet interfaces often overcomplicate 

the fundamental aspects and simplicity of their function, which is to receive and send crypto. 

User convenience is one of the most important drivers of adoption, and FJB aims to make one- 

click transactions, enabling us to remove as many barriers of entry for our user-base as possible. 

The FJB Wallet aims to provide a simple, multi-use crypto wallet, where all user coins can be

securely stored for safe keeping. FJB will offer a range of easy to use and convenient products 

and services that will make users value and appreciate our digital wallet.

Similar to any blockchain company, we believe that crypto is the best financial tool to help 

bank the de-banked population.  The FJB Wallet will allow users to utilize the existing financial 

opportunities provided by the traditional banking services that they previously had limited or, 

in some cases, no access to.  In addition to benefiting the de-banked, FJB can support 

businesses by providing them the opportunity to tap into the blockchain and DeFi markets, 

enabling them to transition into the digital economy. 

Blockchain technology and crypto are changing the entire e-commerce ecosystem by 

providing highly efficient transactional systems that provide low-cost, near-instantaneous, 24/7 

global settlement options to customers and merchants across the world. This is a huge 

opportunity for consumers and merchants alike, because DeFi products can improve global 

trade relations by making cross-border settlements easier and more transparent via blockchain 

technology. The use-cases that crypto provides allow FJB Wallet users to tap into the $5 trillion 

dollar global mobile payment and e-wallet service markets.

F J B  W A L L E T
Simple and Efficient

Market Climate



A P P  F R A M E W O R K



In order to actualize FJB's vision, we will build a secure, bank-grade crypto wallet 

infrastructure that will host and accommodate multiple blockchain systems with the 

ability to store, spend, send, receive, and exchange crypto at any time. The FJB software

and integrated API will afford our users and merchants to spend their crypto safely, since 

we will eradicate all points of failure at the back-end so that we can provide our user-base 

with an easily accessible and highly-secure app. Unlike traditional banks and many crypto 

wallets, FJB does not hold custody of users' funds. This means that users retain legal 

custody of their funds while they use the FJB Wallet, greatly improving security compared 

to centralized storage - which is prone to hacks and other forms of criminality.

The FJB team applies tested and viable market strategies & value-drivers and integrates 

them into one app, making FJB an exciting and easy to use wallet app. The FJB wallet also 

offers 24/7 crypto market data, which includes price tracking for supported 

cryptocurrencies and global market volumes for every coin listed, with live updates and 

portfolio management tools that will help FJB Wallet users to diversify their assets. We 

plan to implement many additional features in the future (such as an NFT marketplace) so 

that users will have options to send and receive crypto based on public account 

information (a public key) to enable FJB Wallet users to spend in real-world transactions.

S E C U R I T Y

FJB WALLET
ECOSYSTEM

SEND SWAP RECIEVE

HOLD PURCHASE donate

Bank- Level Security



The FJB Wallet will provide all these features to our users while giving them access to daily

market data, news, and information pertaining to the cryptocurrencies supported by the

wallet. Additionally, users will retain full control of their private keys and passphrases at all

times (where applicable), which will enable a more secure wallet. The FJB team will not hold

custody of users' funds. This ensures that there is no single point of failure that could cause a

loss of assets for any member of the FJB community.

 

This feature will allow users to send and receive crypto from one wallet to another.

Users can check their wallet balances in real-time, and the near-instant settlements will help

them determine the true costs of the transactions they are executing. Users will not have the

option to go into debt or overdraft, as the wallet will show an error message whenever one

attempts to spend more currency than is available. The "Send"-feature will be QR code enabled

and automatic copy-paste features of wallet addresses will be available. Likewise, it will be

possible to "Receive" currency via a QR code or by providing a public wallet address to receive

currency. These features will help users ensure that they provide the correct wallet addresses

for "Sending" and "Receiving" their digital assets, to protect them from any form of loss of funds

by incorrect use of either the sender or receiver. There is also a transaction history menu that

will provide users with a transaction ID for each transaction they perform via the wallet, to

confirm payments and transfers.

The FJB Wallet will offer an altruistic value proposition to charitable organizations to accept

crypto donations from Patriots all over the world. The need for such a feature in crypto wallets

is blatantly obvious, and a must-have for the market, if it is to mature and become the

preferred means of payment for Patriots globally.

F U N C T I O N S

Send, Receive and Store

Giving Back



The FJB Wallet ecosystem aims to facilitate near-instant, highly-secure transfers by

providing liquidity when users exchange funds to their secure private wallets. The

application will use all security features implemented throughout the entire ecosystem

and provide the safest storage system available in the industry. FJB Wallet will partner

with several industry-leading security companies and platforms, offering the state-of-the-

art protective measures to protect our users' valuable digital assets. Our app and wallet

will be user-friendly, have multi-signature and 2-factor authentication support, and up-

to-date 24/7 live-streaming market data for our users to view at their convenience.

F J B  A p p  &  W a l l e t  u s e r s  w i l l  b e  a b l e  t o :

 -  C h e c k  a c c o u n t  b a l a n c e s

 -  S e n d  c r y p t o c u r r e n c y

 -  R e c e i v e  c r y p t o c u r r e n c y

 -  P u r c h a s e  g o o d s  a n d  s e r v i c e s

 -  E a s y  a c c e s s  t o  D e F i

 -  E x c h a n g e  a n d  S w a p  c r y p t o c u r r e n c i e s

F E A T U R E S

FJB NATIVE APP MOCKUP FOR V2



The FJB Marketplace place is synonymous to an e-marketplace where goods, services, and

values are exchanged digitally. The unique value proposition of the FJB-Marketplace is that

users will be enabled to purchase and pay for any listed item (goods or services) using the

crypto of their choosing. Thus, the FJB Crypto marketplace circumvents the problem of fiat

exchange by allowing merchants to list their products for sale, choosing from a multitude of

different cryptocurrencies. In addition, FJB users will be able to use crypto to shop several

online stores and even transfer fiat currencies to friends and family from the FJB Wallet app.

One of the key objectives of the FJB ecosystem aims to create a seamless payment system

where crypto becomes the primary payment tool for the exchange of goods and services, in

lieu of traditional fiat.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When transactions are completed and upon settlement, merchants will be able to choose the

method in which they receive their funds (fiat or preferred crypto), regardless of how their

customers paid. FJB has arranged implementation of multiple liquidity partners that will

make it possible for the FJB ecosystem to always provide this type of liquidity to merchants.

All transactions will be processed immediately with the highest possible security and with the

lowest fees available. Our team's primary motive is to make cryptocurrency an everyday

currency for crypto novices and experts alike, and we will achieve this through the FJB

Marketplace.

 
FJB WALLET APP

CHOOSE ITEM TO PUCHASE 

MAKE PAYMENT IN $FJB COIN OR OTHER CRYPTO

RECEIVE CONFIRMATION TEXT WITHIN SECONDS

PAYMENT SWAPS FROM $FJB AND SETTLES TO FIAT

M A R K E T P L A C E



F J B  G A T E W A Y

The FJB  Marketplace will be powered by a back-end banking layer to give users access to

multi-currency features. The built-in banking layer ensures that users can access crypto-

to  fiat and fiat-to-crypto services through our multiple banking partners and service

providers. These services can be used to make crypto purchases, and in the future, users

will be able to convert their cryptocurrencies directly into fiat currencies.

Swift integration that supports $FJB Coin

Plugins for E-commerce platforms

Multi-user facility

Real-time integration with e-commerce & back office solutions

POS applications for various platforms like Android, IOS, and Windows

PAYMENT GATEWAY CONSTRUCT

TRANSACT

RESPONSE
RESPONSE

CONTRACT

RESPO
N

SE

RESPONSE

TRANSFER SETTLE

CO
N

FIRM

MERCHANT

RESPONSE

Features and Functions - Coming in V2



D E F I  A C C E S S
The FJB DeFi Access will allow us to create and support the rise of Decentralized Finance as 

currently being experienced in the crypto space. We hope to offer users access to all 

unrestricted, customized, and user-friendly DeFi apps and other related dApps as currently 

observed on all the Blockchains hosting them. The FJB Wallet will not only promote 

individual wealth, it will also ensure individual freedom at various levels such as economic, 

social, political, and otherwise through the rapid adoption of blockchain technology and its 

associated products and services. With FJB DeFi Access, users will have easy access to 

navigate swap sites and other emerging and promising dApps across different Blockchain 

platforms such as Ethereum, Tron Network or Polkadot and all the other programmable 

Blockchains that support the development and hosting of dApps .

The FJB Swap feature allows users to instantly swap or exchange their cryptocurrencies for 

other cryptocurrencies at an instant and with reduced transaction fees, at nearly 0% 

slippage. From time to time, the FJB team will continue to expand the FJB Wallet ecosystem 

by on-boarding new features that will help add more value to users of the FJB App.

FJB Coin will be the native currency that fuels the products and services that are delivered 

on the FJB Wallet. Thereby making the FJB Coin a utility token, as it will be needed to access 

some major service areas of FJB Wallet application and gives token holders access to mint 

media content on the FJB Blockchain when developed, and access minted media content 

within the app . It is designed with a deflationary burning mechanism whereby 1% of FJB 

Wallet surcharges will be used to repurchase FJB from the available supply of  the Pancake 

Swap liquidity pool to be permanently burnt. This process will continue until only 5% of the 

total FJB available supply is left. When the available supply reaches its desired levels, the 1% 

surcharge will remain for selling, to fund general and administrative expenses. 

FJB DeFi Access - V2

FJB Swap

FJB Coin



T O K E N  M E T R I C S

1%  to purchase and burn the $FJB token
1% will be used for marketing,  general and administrative 
purposes relating to operations of the app
Burn will begin TBD in 2022

Symbol:  $FJB
$FJB Price: $0.0010694
BNB Price: $368.48
Circulating Supply: 22,168,817,251.24
Total Supply: 40,000,000,000
Marketcap: $23,708,026.87

Current Tax: 8% - in $FJB
New Tax: 2% (off-chain only, via app)  in $MUSDC
New Tax Breakdown:

Circulating Supply
54.4%

Burned Tokens
43.8%

Available Supply
1.8%

As of 03/14/2022



T E A M  &  A D V I S O R S
Team and Key Advisors

Stephen K. Bannon

Mr. Bannon is the Founder and Host of WarRoom. He served as CEO of President Trump’s

2016 campaign and was the White House Chief Strategist and Senior Counselor to President

Trump.  

Mr. Bannon is a former Naval Officer and M&A investment banker at Goldman Sachs. He

holds graduate degrees from Harvard Business School and Georgetown University.

Boris Epshteyn

Mr. Epshteyn is a political strategist, attorney, and investment banker.  Mr. Epshteyn served 

as Senior Advisor on President Trump’s 2016 campaign, as Special Assistant and Assistant 

Communications Director for Surrogate Operations to President Trump at the White House, 

and as Strategic Advisor on Trump 2020.

Mr. Epshteyn is a contributor to WarRoom and founder of Georgetown Advisory consulting 

group.  Mr. Epshteyn is a graduate of Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service and 

Georgetown Law.

Erik Finman

Erik Finman is a 22-year old who became the youngest Bitcoin millionaire in the world at 

age 18.  Erik used the return to launch an EdTech startup that was later acquired.  He also 

built a four-arm wearable robotic exo-skeleton as a prototype for potential applications for 

construction, military devices, and medical prosthetics for Veterans. Most recently, Erik 

launched Metal Pay to the masses as a platform to provide people of all knowledge levels 

with the ability to invest in Bitcoin.
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Payment Gateway deployed
New exchange listings
Team expansion
New retailers added
FJB Staking and App V3 
deployed

FJB app functions added  for V1.2
FJB Payment Gateway utility begins
development
New endorsements
FJB App (IOS/Android) built and deployed
New major partnership announcements

Q 1  2 0 2 2
 
 

2 0 2 2 - R O A D M A P

Organizational chart and team solidified
Blockchain utility announced
Official name change announced
Crypto and DeFi education begins
Fiat-Onramp  and  FJB Web App Deployed V1.1

Payment Gateway 
continues mass adaptation 
and user growth
FJB Exchange built and 
deployed 
Coin burn complete


